In Brief
The AFD thermosensory neurons in C. elegans exhibit extraordinary thermosensitivity and require cGMP signaling for thermotransduction. Takeishi, Yu, et al. show that AFD-specific receptor guanylyl cyclases are instructive for thermosensation and confer highly thermosensitive responses upon ectopic expression in diverse cell types.
INTRODUCTION
Detection of temperature by dedicated thermosensory circuits allows animals to seek optimal thermal conditions for survival and reproduction and to avoid noxious heat or cold (Terrien et al., 2011) . Although members of the conserved transient receptor potential (TRP) family of cation channels mediate thermosensation in multiple metazoans (Barbagallo and Garrity, 2015; Vriens et al., 2014) , whether proteins other than TRP channels also act as thermosensors in diverse species remains to be fully determined.
C. elegans acclimates to its cultivation temperature (T c ), and exhibits distinct thermotaxis strategies in physiological temperature ranges relative to T c (Hedgecock and Russell, 1975) . Behavioral acclimation to T c is reflected in part by adaptation of the thermosensory response threshold (T* AFD ) of the bilateral AFD sensory neuron pair Clark et al., 2006; Kimura et al., 2004; Mori and Ohshima, 1995; Ramot et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2014) . Measurements of intracellular calcium dynamics and temperature-evoked currents have shown that AFD depolarizes and hyperpolarizes upon warming and cooling, respectively, at temperatures warmer than T* AFD to drive thermotaxis behaviors Kimura et al., 2004; Ramot et al., 2008) . Thermosensory responses and T* AFD adaptation appear to be cell-intrinsic properties, although AFD response dynamics can be further shaped by surrounding glial cells (Kobayashi et al., 2016; Yoshida et al., 2015) . However, despite extensive characterization of thermosensation in C. elegans, the molecular nature of thermosensor(s) in AFD remains unidentified.
Several lines of evidence suggest that thermosensation in AFD is unlikely to be mediated by thermosensitive ion channels. AFD exhibits a steep temperature dependence with a reported Q 10 of >10 15 for temperature-evoked current, implying a strong amplification step in the thermotransduction process (Ramot et al., 2008) . Moreover, an $100-ms latency has been observed between changes in the temperature stimulus and evoked current, suggesting the involvement of a second messenger in thermosensory signaling (Ramot et al., 2008) . Genetic and behavioral experiments suggest that this second messenger is cGMP. AFD neurons in animals mutant for AFD-specific receptor guanylyl cyclases (AFD-rGCs), or cGMP-gated channels, fail to respond to temperature changes, and these animals are behaviorally atactic on thermal gradients (Garrity et al., 2010) . Based on these observations, we and others have proposed that warming increases and/or decreases the catalytic activity of rGCs or phosphodiesterases (PDEs), respectively, and that the resulting increase in intracellular cGMP activates cyclic nucleotide-gated channels to depolarize AFD (Garrity et al., 2010) . However, whether rGCs or PDEs are themselves thermosensors or act downstream of other thermosensory proteins in AFD is unknown.
Here we show that a set of AFD-rGCs is both necessary in AFD for thermosensation and sufficient to confer robust temperature responses upon expression in diverse non-thermosensory neuronal and non-neuronal cell types. The operating range of AFD-rGC-expressing cells is determined largely by the individual rGC and cell type, indicating that T c -correlated adaptation of thermosensory response threshold is an AFDspecific property. We find that coexpression of AFD-rGCs can further shape temperature responses and that both the extracellular domain (ECD) and intracellular domain (ICD) of these rGCs are necessary for their thermosensitive properties. Identification of thermosensitive rGCs in C. elegans provides insight into the mechanisms by which neurons can achieve exceptional thermosensitivity, and together with the recently identified mouse receptor guanylyl cyclase G thermosensory molecule (Chao et al., 2015) , may define a new family of evolutionarily conserved thermoreceptors.
RESULTS

AFD-rGCs Are Necessary for Thermotransduction in AFD
The gcy-8-, gcy-18-, and gcy-23-encoded rGCs are expressed specifically in AFD and are localized to the specialized AFD sensory endings (Inada et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2014) . Temperature-evoked currents in AFD are abolished in animals triply mutant for gcy -8, gcy-18, and gcy-23 (Ramot et al., 2008) , indicating that these rGCs together are necessary for thermotransduction. While animals singly or doubly mutant for AFD-rGCs have been shown to exhibit thermotaxis behavioral defects (Inada et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2013; Wasserman et al., 2011) , the contribution of each rGC to thermotransduction in AFD has not been examined systematically.
To address this issue, we examined temperature-evoked changes in intracellular calcium dynamics in AFD expressing the genetically encoded calcium sensor cameleon YC3.6. As reported previously, wild-type AFD responded robustly to temperature changes at temperatures warmer than T* AFD Kimura et al., 2004;  Figure 1A ; Figure S1A ; Table S1 ). These responses were abolished in gcy-23(nj37) gcy-8(oy44) gcy-18(nj38) triple mutants ( Figure S1A ), confirming that loss of function of all three AFD-rGCs abolishes AFD thermotransduction.
We next examined temperature responses in AFD in animals mutant for individual rGCs. We noted that while the gcy-8(oy44) and gcy-18(nj38) alleles used in previous studies are likely to be functionally null, gcy-23(nj37) is an in-frame deletion predicted to encode a protein that retains the intracellular cyclase domain (Inada et al., 2006;  Figure S1B ), and thus may retain partial catalytic function. We, therefore, obtained putative null alleles of gcy-23 by clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9-mediated gene editing ( Figure S1B ). Unlike in triple-mutant animals, AFD retained the ability to respond to a rising-temperature stimulus in animals mutant for individual AFD-rGC genes ( Figure 1A ), including in animals carrying any gcy-23 allele ( Figure S1C ). AFD also responded robustly to a rising-temperature ramp in animals doubly mutant for all three combinations of gcy genes, although response amplitudes were variable ( Figure 1A ). However, consistent with our previous observations (Wasserman et al., 2011) , T* AFD was significantly lower in animals mutant for gcy-8 ( Figure 1B ; Table  S1 ), as well as in animals lacking any two of the three AFD-rGC proteins (Wasserman et al., 2011;  Figure 1B ; Table S1 ). We conclude that any one of these AFD-rGCs is sufficient to mediate temperature responses in AFD, but that all three proteins contribute to correct T c -correlated adaptation of T* AFD and appropriate thermotaxis behavior. Ectopic Expression of Three AFD-rGCs Together Is Sufficient to Confer Highly Sensitive Thermosensory Responses onto Chemosensory Neurons To determine whether AFD-rGCs are sufficient to confer thermosensory responses onto non-thermosensory cells, we misexpressed all three AFD-rGCs together in the bilateral ASE or AWB chemosensory neuron pairs expressing GCaMP and quantified temperature-evoked changes in intracellular calcium dynamics. Both ASE and AWB express multiple rGCs that are necessary and partly sufficient for their chemosensory response profiles, as well as the TAX-2/TAX-4 cGMP-gated channels necessary to mediate chemo-and thermotransduction (Bargmann, 2006; Hobert, 2013) . Neither ASE nor AWB responded to warming in wild-type animals ( Figures 2A and 2B ), indicating that the rGCs expressed endogenously in these neuron types do not confer temperature responses under the examined conditions and that the TAX-2/TAX-4 channels are not intrinsically temperature gated (Ramot et al., 2008) . -4(p678), gcy-8(oy44), gcy-18(nj38), and gcy-23(nj37) . Responses are pooled and averaged from two independent transgenic lines for each case. Errors are SEM; n = 9-10 neurons each. Also see Table S1 . Figure S2 and Table S1 .
(C) Representative images show localization of GFP-tagged AFD-rGC proteins at the distal dendritic ends of AWB (arrows). Anterior is at left. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(legend continued on next page)
Remarkably, we found that ectopic expression of all three AFD-rGCs was sufficient to confer robust temperature responses in both the left and right ASE, as well as in both AWB neurons (Figures 2A and 2B ; Movie S1). As in AFD, temperature responses in AFD-rGC-expressing AWB neurons were abolished in tax-4 mutants ( Figure 2B ). Ectopic thermosensory responses in AWB were unaffected in gcy-23 gcy-8 gcy-18 triple mutants ( Figure 2B ), indicating that the observed temperature responses in AWB are independent of thermotransduction in AFD. Compared to AFD, the thresholds (T*) of temperatureevoked calcium transients in ASE (T* ASE ) and AWB (T* AWB ) expressing AFD-rGCs were modulated to a lesser extent by T c (Table S1 ). We conclude that AFD-rGCs are together sufficient to confer temperature responses onto chemosensory neurons, but that the observed T c -dependent adaptation of T* is largely an AFD-specific property.
We next quantified the sensitivity of AFD-rGC-conferred temperature responses via measurement of the Q 10 of temperature-evoked GCaMP fluorescence changes in response to temperature steps of different sizes ( Figure 2C ). This aggregate Q 10 measurement reports the temperature dependence of the rGC enzyme, the endogenous calcium dynamics of each cell type, and the fluorescence change of GCaMP. The mean estimated Q 10 in AFD was $193 (Figure 2C ), consistent with the previously reported steep temperature dependence of AFD responses (Ramot et al., 2008) . AWB neurons misexpressing AFD-rGCs also exhibited steep, albeit smaller, temperature-dependent changes in fluorescence with a mean Q 10 of $53 ( Figure 2C ). In contrast, AWB neurons expressing GCaMP alone yielded a temperatureinsensitive response with a Q 10 of $1 ( Figure 2C ). We infer that AFD-rGCs confer a high thermal sensitivity upon misexpression but that additional AFD-specific properties also contribute to the thermosensitivity of this neuron type.
Expression of thermoTRP channels in non-thermosensory neurons can modulate neuronal excitability in response to temperature changes and drive behavior (Bernstein et al., 2012) . We asked whether temperature-mediated activation of AFD-rGCs misexpressed in AWB is sufficient to alter AWB-mediated behaviors. The AWB neurons mediate avoidance of repellents partly via modulation of turning frequency on odorant gradients (Ha et al., 2010; Tsalik and Hobert, 2003) . We maintained control and transgenic animals expressing all three AFD-rGCs in AWB at a constant temperature of 15 C or subjected them to a rising-temperature ramp from 15 C to 28 C that spanned T* AWB ($22 C) and quantified the number of high-angle turns. The number of highangle turns exhibited by control and transgenic animals maintained at 15 C were comparable, and they decreased over time as reported previously (Gray et al., 2005; Hills et al., 2004; Figure 2D) . However, transgenic animals turned significantly more than control animals when the temperature of the assay plate rose above T* AWB ( Figure 2D ). Turn numbers of transgenic animals were comparable to those of control animals when warmed to noxious temperatures (>27 C) ( Figure 2D ). These results suggest that temperature-dependent activation of AWB neurons misexpressing AFD-rGCs is sufficient to alter behavior.
Ectopic Expression of GCY-23 Alone Confers Thermosensory Responses in the Physiological Temperature Range in Chemosensory Neurons
We next asked whether each AFD-rGC alone is sufficient to confer thermosensitivity upon ectopic expression. We found that misexpression of GCY-23 alone, but not GCY-8 or GCY-18, conferred thermosensitivity onto AWB and ASE in response to a warming ramp in the physiological temperature range of 13 C-25 C (Figures 3A and 3B ; Movie S2). T* AWB did not correlate with mCherry expression driven from a gcy-23:: SL2::mCherry operon in AWB ( Figure S2A ), suggesting that GCY-23 expression levels do not determine T* AWB . T* AWB and T* ASE were only weakly T c -dependent (Table S1 ). These observations suggest that GCY-23 is the primary contributor to temperature responses in AWB and ASE under these conditions.
To confirm that the catalytic activity of GCY-23 is required for its thermosensory properties, we examined responses conferred upon ectopic expression of a mutant GCY-23 protein in which a conserved Asp927 residue in the cyclase domain critical for catalytic functions was mutated to alanine (Liu et al., 1997; Tang et al., 1995; Thompson and Garbers, 1995) . Ectopic expression of GCY-23(D927A) in AWB failed to elicit temperature-evoked responses ( Figure 3B ). Importantly, all three AFD-rGCs, as well as GCY-23(D927A) tagged with GFP, were enriched at the distal dendritic tips in AWB ( Figure 3C ), similar to the localization pattern of these rGCs in AFD (Nguyen et al., 2014) . We conclude that thermosensitive responses conferred by GCY-23 require its cyclase activity.
A subset of C. elegans rGCs has been proposed to be active as heterodimers due to the absence of residues critical for catalytic functions in individual subunits (Morton, 2004) . Although individual AFD-rGCs appear to contain all residues required for catalytic activity, we nevertheless asked whether GCY-23-mediated temperature responses are modified upon coexpression of either GCY-8 or GCY-18. Expression of GCY-8 or GCY-18 together with GCY-23 in AWB did not alter the temperature responses conferred by GCY-23 alone at any T c , although T* AWB was slightly increased upon coexpression of GCY-18 ( Figures  S2B, S2C , and S2F; Table S1 ). These observations imply that GCY-23 may not heteromerize with either GCY-8 or GCY-18 under these conditions or that the response properties of these complexes are similar to those conferred upon expression of GCY-23 alone.
GCY-23 Confers Thermosensitivity upon Ectopic Expression in Muscle
We next examined whether ectopic expression of AFD-rGCs is sufficient to confer thermosensitivity onto non-neuronal tissues. Imaging of intracellular calcium dynamics upon expression of GCaMP in the vulval muscles of C. elegans hermaphrodites showed only infrequent temperature responses upon stimulation with a warming ramp, indicating that these tissues are not thermosensitive ( Figure 3D ; Figure S3 ). However, we observed robust fluorescence changes in vulval muscles misexpressing GCY-23, but not GCY-18, together with TAX-2/TAX-4 ( Figure 3D ; Figure S3 ; Movie S3). Unlike in ASE or AWB, response amplitudes and dynamics were highly variable in vulval muscles (Figure 3D ; Figure S3 ), possibly due to variability in expression levels or subcellular localization of the ectopically expressed cGMPgated channels or the absence of glia-dependent modulation of response dynamics (Yoshida et al., 2015) . The threshold of temperature-induced activity in vulval muscles (T* VM ) was $14 C upon ectopic expression of GCY-23 in animals grown at 20 C (Table S1 ), further indicating that the T* for GCY-23-dependent calcium signals is cell-type-specific. Only sporadic responses were observed in vulval muscles misexpressing TAX-2/TAX-4 alone or GCY-23 in the absence of TAX-2/TAX-4 ( Figure 3D ; Figure S3 ). We infer that GCY-23 is sufficient to confer thermosensitivity onto non-neuronal tissues in C. elegans.
Ectopic Expression of GCY-18 Confers Temperature Responses in the Noxious Range in Chemosensory Neurons
Since AFD also has been shown to respond to noxious temperatures (Liu et al., 2012) , we considered the possibility that, unlike GCY-23, GCY-8 and GCY-18 may be activated in non-physiological temperature ranges upon ectopic expression in chemosensory neurons. To test this hypothesis, we examined intracellular calcium dynamics in AWB and ASE neurons misexpressing each rGC individually in response to a warming ramp from 20 C to 30 C. While we observed the expected GCY-23-conferred response at $21.0 C ( Figure 4A ), AWB and ASE neurons expressing GCY-18, but not GCY-8, exhibited an increase in fluorescence upon warming above 28 C ( Figure 4A ; Table S1 ). We confirmed this GCY-18-dependent temperature response by further examining calcium dynamics in AWB neurons expressing GCY-18 in response to a warming ramp from 23 C to 33 C ( Figure 4B ). This response was TAX-4-dependent ( Figure 4B ). mCherry expression levels driven from a gcy-18::SL2::mCherry operon in AWB did not correlate with T* AWB ( Figure S2A ), and T* AWB of GCY-18-misexpressing neurons was weakly regulated by T c (Table S1 ). These results indicate that GCY-18 is sufficient to confer thermosensitivity in a noxious temperature range upon misexpression in AWB and ASE.
We asked whether coexpression of GCY-8 or GCY-23 modifies the temperature response conferred by GCY-18 in AWB. AWB neurons expressing GCY-8 and GCY-18 retained the ability to respond at warmer temperatures, although T* AWB was significantly lower (Figures S2D-S2F ; Table S1 ). However, while coexpression of GCY-18 and GCY-23 in AWB resulted in the expected GCY-23-mediated response at $21 C, the GCY-18-conferred response at $28 C was no longer observed (Figure S2D) . To exclude possible inhibition of the GCY-18-dependent temperature response by the GCY-23-dependent response at lower temperatures, we grew animals expressing GCY-18 and GCY-23 singly or together at 25 C and stimulated them with a warming ramp from 23 C to 33 C. Under these conditions, whereas no response was observed in cells expressing GCY-23 alone, GCY-18 alone conferred a robust response at $28 C ( Figure 4C ; Figure S2F ; Table S1 ). Neurons coexpressing GCY-18 and GCY-23 exhibited broader and flatter responses than those expressing GCY-18 alone ( Figure 4C ; Figure S2F ; Table  S1 ), suggesting that coexpression of GCY-23 modifies GCY-18-dependent temperature responses in AWB in a complex manner. Together, these results indicate that, when expressed individually in AWB, GCY-23 and GCY-18 confer temperature responses in physiological and noxious temperature ranges, respectively, but that coexpression of rGCs can further sculpt temperature responses under specific conditions.
Multiple Domains May Contribute to the Thermosensory Properties of rGCs
We next investigated the domains necessary for the ability of AFD-rGCs to confer thermosensation. Phylogenetic analyses suggest that AFD-rGCs are more closely related to each other than to other C. elegans rGCs (Inada et al., 2006; Ortiz et al., 2006) . We first created chimeric proteins containing different domain combinations of GCY-23 and GCY-1, an rGC required for ASER-mediated responses to a subset of salt ions (Ortiz et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2013;  Figure S4A ) and examined temperature-dependent calcium dynamics in ASER neurons misexpressing these proteins. Although all GFP-tagged chimeras were enriched at the dendritic ends of ASE similar to full-length GCY-23 ( Figure S4B ), we observed no temperatureevoked responses in ASE neurons expressing any individual chimeric protein ( Figure S4C ). Similarly, GCY-8::GCY-1 chimeras trafficked correctly to the AFD sensory endings (Figure S4B) , but, unlike full-length GCY-8 protein, they failed to restore temperature responses in AFD neurons of animals triply mutant for all three AFD-rGCs ( Figure S4D ). These results expressed under the str-1 (AWB) or flp-6 (ASE) promoters. Errors are SEM; n = 7-10 neurons each. All shown responses are averaged from two independent transgenic lines each. Also see Figure S2 and Table S1 .
(D) Cartoon representation of the domain organization of rGCs and rGC chimeric proteins examined in (E) and (F). Ovals, rectangles, diamonds, and Pac man shapes represent the extracellular domain (ECD), transmembrane domain (TMD), kinase homology domain, and guanylyl cyclase domain, respectively. Also see Figure S4 . . n = 7-16 neurons each. Also see Figure S4 and Table S1 .
indicate that the inability of AFD-rGC::GCY-1 chimeras to mediate temperature responses is not restricted to a specific cellular context. We next asked whether similar chimeras between GCY-23 and GCY-18 would be sufficient to confer temperature responses upon ectopic expression. Indeed, we found that expression of all examined GCY-23::GCY-18 chimeras ( Figure 4D ) resulted in robust temperature responses in ASER ( Figure 4E ), suggesting that both the ECD and ICD of AFD-rGCs may be required to confer thermosensory responses. Intriguingly, we noted that, while T* ASE in neurons misexpressing any GCY-23::GCY-18 chimeric construct was higher than that in neurons expressing GCY-23 alone, neurons expressing chimeric proteins containing the GCY-18 ICD and transmembrane domain (TMD) exhibited a higher T* than those expressing proteins containing the corresponding GCY-23 domains (Table S1 ). Together, these observations suggest that both the ECD and ICD of AFD-rGCs may be necessary for these proteins to mediate thermosensation and that the ICD contributes to setting the T*.
GCY-8 can mediate thermoresponses in AFD in the absence of either GCY-18 or GCY-23 (Inada et al., 2006; Figure 1A; Figure S4D) , but is unable to confer temperature responses upon misexpression ( Figures 3A, 3B , and 4A), raising the possibility that GCY-8 is activated via AFD-specific mechanisms. To further address this issue, we examined the ability of GCY-8::GCY-18 and GCY-8::GCY-23 chimeras ( Figure 4D ) to confer temperature responses upon ectopic expression in ASE. Chimeras containing the GCY-8 (ECD) , but not the GCY-8 (ICD) , conferred temperature responses in ASER under the examined conditions, although responses were observed in only a subset of ::GCY-23 (ICD) -expressing neurons ( Figure 4F ). These results suggest that factors present in AFD or chemosensory neurons may activate or inhibit GCY-8 function, respectively, via interaction with GCY-8 (ICD) .
DISCUSSION
We have shown that AFD-rGCs are necessary in AFD, and sufficient when expressed in multiple non-thermosensory cell types, to confer highly sensitive temperature responses. Each AFD-rGC confers responses in a distinct temperature range in different cell types. Previous work indicated that T* AFD is regulated by intracellular cGMP and calcium concentrations and appears to be a cell-intrinsic property (Ramot et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013; Wasserman et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2014) . We suggest that the distinct activation temperatures of AFD-rGCs are a consequence of the resting levels of intracellular cGMP and calcium in misexpressing cells and tissues. As in mammalian photoreceptors, intracellular calcium levels may be read out by calcium sensor proteins, such as guanylyl cyclase-activating proteins (GCAPs) (Lim et al., 2014; Sharma and Duda, 2012) , to modulate rGC enzymatic activity in a cell-type-specific manner. Indeed, loss of function of the NCS-1 neuronal calcium sensor results in a higher T* AFD (Wang et al., 2013) and altered thermotaxis behaviors (Gomez et al., 2001) . T* AFD is also highly flexible and is regulated by T c experience via both transcription-dependent and -independent mechanisms (Yu et al., 2014) . The absence of these mechanisms in misexpressing cells may partly underlie the weak T c -dependent modulation of T* upon ectopic expression. We conclude that AFD-rGCs are instructive for thermosensation but that the activation temperature of individual AFD-rGCs is cell context-dependent. We and others have been unable to confer AFD-rGC-mediated temperature responses onto heterologous cells, in part due to defects in membrane trafficking of these proteins (D.A. Glauser and M.B. Goodman, personal communication; G. Budelli, Y.V.Y., A.T., and P.S., unpublished data); thus, it remains possible that additional factors contribute to their thermosensory functions.
Analysis of the thermosensory responses conferred by chimeric proteins suggests that both the ECD and ICD of AFDrGCs contribute to their thermoresponsive properties. The presence of the GCY-18 or GCY-23 ICD and TMD in chimeric protein combinations generally corresponds to a higher or lower T*, respectively, suggesting that the T* may in part be regulated by these domains, possibly via interaction with proteins such as GCAPs (Duda et al., 1996; Laura et al., 1996) . The absence of such activation mechanisms, or the presence of inhibitory factors, may account for the inability of GCY-8, or chimeras containing the GCY-8 (ICD) , to confer temperature responses upon misexpression. However, the ECDs of thermosensory rGCs are also necessary for temperature responses. Conformational changes upon ligand binding have been reported in transmembrane cyclases, resulting in allosteric activation of their enzymatic functions (Misono et al., 2005; Ogawa et al., 2004) . Temperature responses by AFD-rGCs may require similar temperature-regulated conformational changes. Further analyses of thermosensory responses conferred by chimeric rGCs may allow us to identify residues in these proteins that contribute to thermosensation and T* plasticity.
In addition to temperature-dependent regulation of rGC enzymatic activity, additional mechanisms contribute to the extraordinary thermosensitivity of AFD (Ramot et al., 2008) . Similar to observations in mammalian photoreceptors, these mechanisms include the high density and compartmentalization of thermosensory molecules in the membranes of the complex AFD microvilli (Nguyen et al., 2014) , as well as T c -dependent adaptation of T* AFD that decreases gain and increases thermosensitivity Ramot et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2014) . The expression of highly thermosensitive AFD-rGCs together with neuron-specific amplification and adaptation mechanisms allows AFD, and hence C. elegans, to be exquisitely temperature sensitive across a wide temperature range. A thermosensory signaling cascade also has been proposed to amplify thermoresponses in Drosophila (Kwon et al., 2008) . Intriguingly, recent work has shown that the guanylyl cyclase G rGC is both necessary and sufficient for sensing cool temperatures in the Grueneberg ganglion in the mouse nose (Chao et al., 2015) . Identification of rGCs as possible thermosensitive proteins in rodents and C. elegans further diversifies the functions of these versatile signaling proteins and implies that thermosensory roles of these molecules may be conserved across phyla.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Detailed protocols are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. 
